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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the construction of an online Expert System, which guides students for the selection of their suitable future profession 
in IT sphere. The system is online in the sense that it provides information for users in real time. The system will have the knowledge-base 
which contains the details about the range of positions that vary in their requirements and expectations in IT industry. To start an IT career, 
people should have a reasonable idea of the requirements of the area they’re interested in. Especially, IT professionals need not only 
appropriate technical skills and experience, but also a broad understanding of the context in which they operate. So, the focus of this paper 
is the creation of Expert System that finds out which career is best for you in IT industry by psychological testing. Psychological testing 
for career guidance takes into account your preferences and selects the profession the most suitable for you. 
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1 Introduction 

Choosing career guidance is not always an easy task for 
students, especially since the choice should be selected on 
IT sphere. Nowadays, IT was held up as one of the 
professions of the future, where more and more of the best 
jobs would be migrating as computer-automated processes 
replaced manual ones. According to the analysis of the labor 
market, based on the information of recruitment agencies, in 
Kazakhstan, in particular, and all over the world there is a 
high demand for professionals in IT industry. Thereby, IT 
professionals need not only appropriate technical skills and 
experience, but also a broad understanding of the context in 
which they operate. For this purpose we have developed an 
online Expert System which guides students for the 
selection of their suitable future profession in IT sphere by 
special type of survey which contains the psychological 
aspects. In this way, in the preliminary stage we collect 
information from human experts who have experience in the 
preparation of a psychological survey to determine the 
profession in the field of IT. 

2 Existing Expert System in Career Determination 

We analyzed existing expert systems for career choice like 
“X-222” and “Profi” [1] in terms of functionality, the order 
of testing, types of reports generated. We investigated the 
structure and functional model of the systems. According to 
these analyzes it was revealed that the systems gather 
information about the client, including gender, age, 
education, preferred areas of activity, reveals his 
professional interests and inclinations. This is realized in the 
form of a dialogue with user (survey). After the finishing 
this survey the system generates a list of professions the 
most relevant for the certain user. For the generation of 

recommendations system uses tendencies and interests of 
the users by taking into account his age, level and type of 
education. By the process of getting result the system gives 
the explanation and conclusions why this certain 
recommendation was chosen for this user and introduces the 
main characteristics of the professional activity. The main 
principles of such systems are to use the knowledge about 
the logical, cause-effect relationships between professions 
and inclinations, personal qualities, patterns and heuristics 
"reasoning" [2].  

However, the existing systems for choosing IT 
profession cannot be called so effective. The difficulty lies 
in the dynamic build-up of knowledge in the industry and 
significant isolation from the learning process. They have 
some gaps in terms of expanding the knowledge base.   

3 Knowledge base and Database 

The expert systems are currently the most widely used type 
of system based on rules. Rule-based system consists of 
rules IF-THEN, facts and interpreter, which controls how 
the rule should be called depending on the availability of the 
facts in the working memory. As knowledge-based systems 
became more complex, the techniques used to represent the 
knowledge base became more sophisticated.  

Expert system for career determination consists of three 
main components [2]. 

A knowledge-base (KB), the construction of which 
requires the choosing of a strategy leading to a model of 
knowledge gathering, the aim of which is to orderly collect 
and symbolically represent the available information for 
career determination.  

An Inference Engine verifies the consistency of the KB 
and extracts consequences automatically from the symbolic 
formulation of model information. 
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An Interactive Graphic User’s Interface that is used by 
users not necessarily familiar with the logical and 
mathematical details of the system construction. The 
structure of ES can be showed on the figure 1. 

 
FIGURE 1 The structure of expert system for career determination 

Initially, the rule based expert system (ES) were 
constructed on Visual Prolog [3, 4] for checking the main 
principles of connections and finding new links, for 
updating knowledge base and launching inference engine. 
The database stores the user answers for special questions. 
These data can be affirmative or have negative response. 
Example (ES identification and choosing the profession):  

 profession_is («IT Programmer»), 
 it_is («Php programmer»):  
 positive («has», «progressiveness»), 
 positive ( «has», «creativity»), 
 positive («has», «high concentration of attention»).  
We can describe the knowledge of other majors in the 

same manner. Rules of KB correlate user data with the data 
in the rules of positive and negative, usually we add the 
statements to database with answers 1 (yes) and 2 ( no) used 
in pattern matching. After that, we store characteristics of 
different professions in database such as conditions: 

 cond (l, «analytical mind »). 
 cond (2,«high concentration of attention, long-term 

memory»). 
 cond (3,« long intellectual concentration»).  
 Also, there are data on the types of profession.  
 topic («developer») 
 topic («systems analyst») 
 topic («web designer») 

4 The process of testing  

Psychological testing for career guidance takes into account 
the preferences of users and selects the profession that most 
suitable for them. In the field of information technology 
there are many specializations for every taste and character. 
First, the combination occurs very close to each other 
profession: for example, "Web Developer" and "Web 
Designer". Answering to questions may be repeated several 
times and you can choose among them - one or two of the 
most popular. It can be assumed that the test in relation to 
these professions there is a clear interest and possible 
addiction. If there is no clear leader among the professions, 
all the answers can be classified according to some 
meaningful base. Career choice is a developmental process 
that extends throughout life; it involves series of decisions. 
In reality career decision is not just a matter of selecting an 
occupation that is good match with person’s characteristics. 
That is why to give some advice in career determination we 
try to create the questions based on psychological analysis. 

By using psychological analysis, we identified skills and 
characters that IT programmers should have and created test 
with about 13 questions to determine percentage of human 
suitability for IT sphere. There are “Yes/No” answers. 
Further we plan to extend the scope of answers by making 
them fuzzier because the real human answers usually have 
some degree of “Yes” or “No”. The testing contains the 
questions about the attitude to this or that activity and 
phenomenon. Some experience in the development of fuzzy 
expert systems may help us in this research [5, 6]. 

5 Conclusion 

It is obvious that the expert system in career determination 
has great significance, because it provides accurate and 
proper career choice based on character performance. 
Career choice is a delicate decision making problem since it 
has reverberate effect on efficiency and competency if not 
properly handled. People who have chosen a profession that 
does not meet their entity, often frustrated in their profession. 
In this way right choice of future profession as early as 
possible may help to build the suitable career and the 
construction of expert system in this area may serve as a 
good instrument. 
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